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Abstract The model-based design of virtual fruit ideotypes using multi-
objective optimization algorithms could produce a high number of contrasted
fruits. The breeder (decision-maker) will need an automatic tool allowing
him/her to sort these contrasted ideotypes into predefined categories correspond-
ing to several targeted traits. This paper aims to develop such a decision-making
module to sort a set of fruit ideotypes into one of five preference-ordered cat-
egories in the context of brown rot-peach fruit pathosystem. First, a set of
ideotypes with contrasted trade-off between three criteria was produced us-
ing multi-objective optimization algorithms. Then, two multi-criteria decision-
making methods (ELECTRE-Tri and DRSA: Dominance-based Rough Set Ap-
proach) were tested in order to reproduce the classification made by the decision-
maker. Such a non-typical classification seemed difficult to be reproduced by the
ELECTRE-TRI method while the decision rule-based method gave very good
results (only 10% wrong assignments). The proposed decision-making tool is
very useful to speed-up the model-based design of fruit ideotypes i.e. breeding.
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1 Introduction

The complexity of agriculture production systems has lead researchers towards the use
of modeling (Hammer et al. 2001, Mayer 2002). Their challenge is to propose innova-
tive perspectives of evolution towards systems respectful of the environment and produc-
ing safe food while ensuring the economic viability of farms. To meet this demand for
multi-objective attributes, the critical question for the breeding programs in the future is
how to design best combinations of genetic resources and cultural practices adapted to,
and respectful of specific environments. In other terms, how to take advantage from the
strong Genotype × Environment × Management (G×E×M) interactions in order to de-
sign plant ideotypes that meet many conflicting objectives? Following Donald (1968), we
consider here an ideotype as a "plant model which is expected to perform or behave in a
predictable manner within a defined environment". This virtual plant has an ideal pheno-
type (i.e morphological and physiological features) that would suit a particular cropping
system (Looomis 1979). The concept of ideotype is particularly adapted i) in case of con-
flicting objectives and ii) to enhance plant phenotype in particular environments. Designing
ideotypes require knowledge in different disciplines (e.g. genetics, ecophysiology, agron-
omy, pathology) which may be formalized thanks to modeling tools. Indeed, one efficient
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approach relies on the potentialities offered by the integration of genetic information into
process-based models. The combination of genetic parameters, fingerprint of the genotype,
and cultural practices are optimized to design new genotypes coupled with an adequate
management, adapted to target environments (Letort et al. 2008, Tardieu 2003).

The design of ideotypes is usually based on antagonistic criteria and subject to strong
constraints (biological, economical, ecological, or environmental). The resulting fitness
landscapes to be explored are often very complex. Moreover, the high number of combi-
nations to analyze in order to identify best-adapted genotypes highlights the impossibility
to exhaustively explore the whole G×E×M space (Messina et al. 2009). Therefore, the
model-based design of ideotypes is a very difficult nonlinear multi-objective optimization
problem that resist to the classical simulation and optimization methods.

To face this difficult multi-objective optimization problem, an approach has recently
emerged consisting in coupling process-based models (at the plant or crop level) with op-
timization algorithms. Thus, bio-inspired optimization algorithms (e.g. genetic algorithms,
particle swarm optimization algorithms) are increasingly used for the model-based design
of ideotypes (deVoil et al. 2006, Letort et al. 2008, Qi et al. 2010, Ould-Sidi & Lescourret
2011, Kadrani et al. 2012, Quilot-Turion et al. 2012, Grechi et al. 2012). Such Multi-
Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) allow exploring highly dimensional solution
spaces in a reasonable computation time. Moreover, the MOEAs do not require any deriva-
tive information and can address the complex multi-objective optimization problems.

Unfortunately, MOEAs focused so far on the generation of the true Pareto front and
disregarded the decision making step (Coello et al. 2007, Figueira et al. 2008). The model-
based design of virtual fruit ideotypes using multi-objective optimization algorithms could
produce a high number of contrasted fruits. The breeder (decision-maker) will need an
automatic tool allowing him/her to sort these contrasted ideotypes into predefined cate-
gories corresponding to several targeted traits. Coupling the MOEAs and the Multi-Criteria
Decision Making (MCDM) methods could be useful to overcome such a drawback. In-
deed, sorting MCDM methods consist in helping a decision-maker to sort the different
solutions into predefined categories. Research conducted in the MCDM domain has given
us access to practical methods for applying scientific decision theoretical approaches to
multi-criteria problems (Linkov et al. 2004). They include Multi-Attribute Utility Theory
(MAUT) (Keeney & Raiffa 1976), the outranking procedure represented by the successive
ELECTRE versions (Figueira et al. 2005) and PROMETHEE methods (Brans & Mareschal
2005), and the mixed methods represented by the rule-based methods (Pawlak 1982, 1991)
and ORESTE (Roubens 1982). The purpose of all these methods is to allow decision-
makers to evaluate and choose among alternatives based on tradeoffs between criteria and
according to their preferences (Linkov et al. 2004, Sadok et al. 2008, 2009). Sadok et al.
(2008) have reviewed the MCDM and their use in the assessment of the sustainability
of alternative cropping systems. In the conclusion of their interesting paper, Sadok et al.
(2008) suggest to use different MCDM methods simultaneously and to prefer the decision
rule-based and outranking methods for the evaluation of the alternative cropping systems.

In light of the above elements, this paper aims to build a decision-making model al-
lowing to assign the ideotypes to categories in the context of peach brown rot pathosystem.
Brown rot of peach fruits caused by Monilinia spp, can engender as much as 30 to 40% of
crop losses. Currently, most of the cultivated peaches are more or less sensitive to brown
rot. No other alternative to chemical treatment is available, hence fungicide applications
are required till pre-harvest. Therefore, dealing with this storage disease is a priority to re-
duce fruit residues and increase food safety. Resistance to brown rot is thought to be based
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on complex mechanisms that are largely linked to fruit characteristics providing physical
and biochemical barriers against the fungus. The apparition of cuticular cracks on the fruit
surface dramatically reduces the efficiency of these barriers permitting free entrance to the
pathogen in the fruit. In this context, designing peach genotypes with a low sensitivity
to fruit cuticular cracks, but still of optimal organoleptic quality, is a new challenge for
peach breeders. Since these objectives might be negatively correlated, different trade-offs
between these objectives can be achieved and proposed by the optimization step. Thus, the
tool proposed here, interfaced with the optimization step, will help the breeders to select the
most suitable ideotypes depending on their particular objectives. For this purpose, we com-
pare two multi-criteria decision-making methods: i) a simplified version of ELECTRE-Tri
(Bouyssou & Marchant 2007a,b) which is an outranking method ii) the Dominance-based
Rough Set Approach (DRSA) (Greco et al. 2001b, 2002) which is a Decision rule-based
method. A set of the ideotypes, resulting from the optimization step, was classified by the
decision-maker (a peach breeder expert) into 5 ordered categories based on their perfor-
mances. We then proceed to the elicitation of the parameters of both methods using this
learning set of ideotypes and validate the results through a bootstrap-like method. The
added value of this paper is to bridge the gap between the multiobjective optimization and
multicriteria decision making communities especially in the field of model-based design
of ideotypes. The tool proposed here is indeed a complementary piece in this field and will
allow breeders having a real helpful modeling framework from the problem formulation till
the decision making step. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we formally present the general framework of the multi-criteria decision making
with special emphasis on the above cited methods. Section 3 is devoted to the experimen-
tal design. In the subsequent section, we present and discuss the obtained results and we
justify the choice of the retained method. Finally, we draw conclusions on this work.

2 Multicriteria sorting methods

2.1 Multicriteria sorting methods panorama

Three major types of multicriteria decision-making problems could be treated using
MCDM methods: Choice, ranking, and sorting (Roy 1996). Multicriteria sorting problems
deal with objects, named alternatives, which are described by several attributes. The aim is
to assign each alternative to one or more of the predefined ordered or not ordered categories
(Roy 1996). Formally, we consider a multiple criteria sorting problem in which alternatives
from A = {a1, a2, ..., aj , ..., am} are evaluated on n criteria g1, g2, ..., gi, ..., gn, where
i ∈ N = {1, ..., i, ..., n}. The evaluation scale on criterion gi is Xi, i.e., gi : A 7→ Xi. X
denotes the Cartesian product of evaluation scales (X =

∏
i∈N Xi). Predefined categories

are noted C1, C2, . . ., Cp with Ci preferred to Cj if i > j. We define C≥t , t = 1, . . . , p, as
C≥t = ∪s≥tCs.

Three main families of MCDM can be distinguished: i) Multi-Attribute Utility The-
ory (MAUT) methods, ii) the outranking methods, and iii) mixed or non-classical meth-
ods. The purpose of all these methods is to allow decision-makers to evaluate and choose
among alternatives based on tradeoffs between criteria and according to their preferences
(Linkov et al. 2004, Sadok et al. 2008, 2009). In MAUT , three main phases can be distin-
guished: elicitation of the decision-maker’s preferences, aggregation using the appropriate
global multi-attribute utility function to evaluate the expected utility of each alternative,
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and choice of the alternative(s) maximizing the utility function (De Montis et al. 2004,
Sadok et al. 2008). The preferences of the decision-maker have to be elicited in terms of
(i) set of probability distributions for outcomes associated with each alternative in each at-
tribute and (ii) utility function for the range of outcomes on each attribute. Utility functions
are using scoring functions to sort the different alternatives and, in their most known form,
they are based on the use of a set of weights corresponding to each criterion (decomposable
utility function, used for example in the UTADIS method (Jacquet-Lagrèze 1995)) or to
each set of criteria (for example a Choquet integral, (see Marichal 2000)). Additive func-
tion composed of generic monotonic marginal functions could also be used (Greco et al.
2008). Note that the utility functions are usually used in uncertain context while if there
is no uncertainty the value functions term is used. In this last case, the MAUT is called
MAVT staying for Multi-Attribute Value Theory. Thus, MAUT methods could take into ac-
count the risk on outcomes while MAVT could not. The outranking approaches for sorting
problems are based on the use of the concordance and discordance principles as in ELEC-
TRE methods (Roy 1991, Figueira et al. 2005). Procedures based on outranking have two
phases. First, the method uses the extended model of decision-makers local preferences for
individual criteria including indifference, weak preference, strong preference, and incom-
patibility. Second, partial binary relationships such as “alternative A is at least as good as
alternative B” are established for all criteria. For example, the ELECTRE method is based
on the outranking relation and comprises three steps: construction of the evaluation matrix
(alternatives and criteria), calculation of the outranking relation, and exploitation of the
outranking relation. The final ranking has a graphical form and is based on the outrank-
ing matrix that includes indifference, preference, anti-preference, and incompatibility (Zak
2009). The mixed methods have no common definition within the MCDM community.
This MCDM family includes methods “able to deal with mixed quantitative-qualitative or
qualitative criteria information explicitly and/or with a preference model different from
those of MAUT and outranking” following Sadok et al. (2008).

The decision to use one MCDM method rather than another should be taken by con-
sidering several aspects:

• suitability to the studied problem: many MCDM methods are dedicated to the rank-
ing or choosing problems. Even if it is always possible to use a ranking method to
sort alternatives by the addition of thresholds for example, it is clear that MAUT
methods are more efficient to rank alternatives than to sort them. Conversely, spe-
cific methods like ELECTRE Tri have been developed to sort alternatives and then
should be preferably used.

• facility of use: the use of the method should be easy even for a non-specialist; it is
the case for all the methods based on decision rules.

• proximity with an expert reasoning: after discussion with the expert, we realized that
she naturally uses a kind of virtual profiles to classify the different ideotypes. This
leads us to propose to use ELECTRE-Tri in order to capture these profiles and re-
use them in an automatic classification. We decided also to try a decision-rule based
methods, as it is also a common way for experts to decide.

Therefore, we decided to compare two different methods for sorting ideotypes:
ELECTRE-Tri (or more exactly a simplified version of ELECTRE-Tri called MR-Sort) and
a dominance-based decision rules method using the DRSA. These methods are presented
in the following subsections.
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2.2 ELECTRE-Tri

ELECTRE TRI method (Roy 1991, 1996, Figueira et al. 2005, Almeida-Dias et al. 2010,
Doumpos et al. 2009) is a sorting method which assigns each alternative to an ordered
predefined category, using ordinal comparisons with specified profiles as boundaries of the
categories. We need p− 1 profiles q2, . . ., qp described on X , as each profile is both the
upper profile of a category and the lower profile of another category. We suppose that q2 ≺
. . . ≺ qp, and then that category 1 is the worst one and category p is the best one. The first
step consists in comparing an alternative to all the profiles via computing a concordance
index related to each profile, i.e. the sum of the weights ω1, . . ., ωn of each criterion where
the value of the alternative is considered at least as good as the value of the profile. Note
that in this work we have considered a simplified version of ELECTRE-Tri which does
not take into account any preference, indifference or veto threshold. This simplified ver-
sion of ELECTRE-Tri is known as the Majority Rule Sorting procedure (MR-Sort) and has
been characterized by Bouyssou & Marchant (2007a,b). We now have for each alternative
a ∈ A a concordance index related to each of the profiles: CI(a, qi) =

∑
j|gj(a)≥gj(qi) ωj .

We then use a cutting level λ to obtain a crisp preference relation on each pair alterna-
tive/profile: a % qi ⇐⇒ CI(a, qi) ≥ λ. The last step consists in assigning a category to
each alternative based on the preference relation to the profiles. ELECTRE-Tri considers
two different ways of assignment: the pessimistic assignment of ELECTRE TRI consists
in comparing the alternative to be classified with profiles raising gradually; the first profile
whom the alternative is not preferred to gives the category where to classify the alternative,
i.e. a ∈ Ci ⇐⇒ [(a % qi) & (a 6% qi+1)]. On the opposite, the optimistic assignment of
ELECTRE TRI consists in comparing the alternative to be classified with profiles going
down: the first profile which is not preferred to the alternative gives the category where to
classify the alternative, i.e. a ∈ Ci ⇐⇒ [(qi+1 � a) & (qi 6� a)]. Note that in MS-Sort
both optimistic and pessimistic assignments lead to the same assignment.

2.3 Decision rules induced through DRSA

This method consists in using decision rules through the Dominance-based Rough Set Ap-
proach (DRSA). The DRSA (Greco et al. 2001b, 2002) is a generalization of the Classical
Rough Set Approach (CRSA) (Pawlak 1982, 1991) to be usable in the framework of the
multicriteria decision-making. Unlike the CRSA, DRSA is able to deal with inconsistency
concerning violation of the dominance principle typical exemplary decisions in MCDM
problems (Greco et al. 2005). Alternatives are assigned to the different categories with
respect to some reference levels on each criterion. Greco, Matarazzo and Słowiński have
well studied the axiomatic foundations of the rough set approach with special emphasis on
the characterization of the sorting problem using a utility function, an outranking relation
(Greco et al. 2001a) or a Sugeno integral (Słowiński et al. 2002). Formally, a decision rules
model is able to sort alternative a thanks to rules like “if g1(a) > α1 and g2(a) < α2 and
. . . then a is sorted in category Ci”. The learning procedure of the decision rules is based
on dominance-based rough set approach on a learning data set, as described in (Greco et al.
2000). Given the set of criteria {gi, i ∈ N}, the inclusion of an alternative a ∈ A to the up-
ward union of classes C≥t , t = 2, . . . , p creates an inconsistency in the sense of dominance
principle if one of the following conditions holds:

• a belongs to class C≥t or better but it is dominated by an alternative b belonging to a
class worse than Ct
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• a belongs to a worse class than C≥t but it dominates an alternative b belonging to
class Ct or better

If the inclusion of a ∈ A to C≥t , t = 2, . . . , p, creates an inconsistency in the sense of
dominance principle, then a belongs to C≥t with some ambiguity. Thus, a belongs to C≥t
without any ambiguity if a ∈ C≥t and there is no inconsistency in the sense of dominance
principle. This means that all alternatives dominating a belong to C≥t .

The assignment of the alternatives belonging to the learning data sets can then be dis-
tinguished between certain assignments and possible assignments. These assignments then
induce certain decision rules and possible decision rules. Assignment of new alternatives
is then made using the certain decision rules.

3 Experimental design

3.1 Case study: criteria, alternatives, and decision-making

As previously mentioned, we used a model-based approach to design peach ideotypes
with enhanced values for fruit quality and resistance aspects (brown rot sensitivity) and
adapted to given cultural scenarios. This approach coupled the “Virtual Fruit” (Lescourret
& Génard 2005, Génard et al. 2007, 2010), a process-based model which simulates peach
growth, and the well-known multi-objective evolutionary algorithm NSGA-II (Deb et al.
2002). We focused the work on six parameters of the model identified via a sensitivity
analysis, to be combined to create the genotypes (a set of the 6 parameters). Three traits
(criteria) simulated by the model and of major importance for fruit quality and sensitivity to
brown rot were taken into account to evaluate the genotypes. Simulations were performed
in weather conditions of Avignon (France) in 2009, in case of well-irrigated conditions and
low crop load (number of fruits) of the trees.

3.1.1 Criteria

A large number of selection goals and criteria are taken into account during the breeding
process, such as tree vigor and easy training, floribondity, harvest calendar and yield, fruit
mass and fruit quality, disease resistance. Besides traits of agronomic interest, fruit ap-
pearance and sweetness are by far the main determinants in the choice of the consumers.
In addition, health aspects (lower pesticide residues) are growing concerns. However, cur-
rently fruit mass is still one of the most important fruit criteria considered by retailers and
therefore by producers, for the sake of profitability. Alternative breeding schemes should
be considered for future, favoring organoleptic quality or environment friendly practices.
However, breeders have first to cope with a major difficulty that resides in adverse corre-
lations between fruit characteristics, in particular between fruit mass, fruit cracking, and
sweetness. In this context, our study focused on fruit mass, sweetness and skin density of
cracks (tightly linked to sensitivity to brown rot). The fruit mass and sweetness have to be
maximized while the density of cracks has to be minimized since it is considered as an
open door for the brown rot pathogen.

3.1.2 Alternatives

The approach coupling the "Virtual Fruit" model and the NSGA-II algorithm produces a
large diversity of solutions or alternatives. Indeed, the optimization algorithm generates
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a population of Pareto-optimal solutions (genotypes) at each run. As this algorithm uses,
like any heuristic, stochastic mechanisms the simulations need to be repeated. Thus, the
number of produced solutions at the end of the process (virtual ideotypes) could be very
high. Any ideotype produced by the above mentioned approach is considered as an al-
ternative and has to be compared with the other ideotypes. Most of the alternatives were
distributed along Pareto front (suggesting a good convergence of the algorithm). In this
case, neighboring alternatives are very similar. They represent a same ideotype (selection
goal). In addition, some solutions were located in non-crowded zones and constitute some
original alternatives for the final decision-maker. Overall, the alternatives displayed highly
contrasted trade-offs between the three criteria. For example, a big fruit has more chance to
have many cracks and to be sweeter than a small one. Some alternatives may be "balanced
fruits" with good attributes for all the three criteria and "oriented fruits" excellent for a sin-
gle criterion and merely good for the two others. Finally, the decision-maker can choose a
type of alternatives that best suit the trade-off between criteria according to his/her partic-
ular objective. However the choice of the alternatives may rapidly become long, repetitive
and laborious, especially when the number of alternatives increases with simulations in
different sites or climatic conditions. This largely justifies the need of an automatic tool
allowing him/her to sort the alternatives into predefined categories.

3.1.3 Decision-making

The case study we propose here deals with 120 alternatives stemmed from the optimiza-
tion algorithm coupled to the "Virtual Fruit" applied in Avignon weather conditions of a
given year. The 120 alternatives have been classified into five ordered categories by a sin-
gle peach breeder expert (the decision-maker). The worst category is denoted by 1, the
best one is denoted by 5. The choice to consider only one decision-maker in this study is
for sake of simplicity. Even if breeders could have different points of view regarding ideo-
types, we decided in this preliminary work to limit our investigations to the MCDM and to
consider Multi-Actor Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MA-MCDM) in our future work.
The decision of considering five categories was taken by the expert in order to differentiate
the ideotypes according to combinations of the three targeted traits (criteria). Indeed, fruits
could be small and acid, having large cracks’ density, or be sweet and big, or sweet and
having a small cracks’ density, etc. The five categories represent five contrasted putative
selection goals (or ideotypes) and the alternatives within each category represent different
genotypes that may reach the goal.

As a result, the decision-maker, integrating the complexity of the system in its reason-
ing, proposed a classification that may appear tricky. In this classification, no criterion was
determinant alone since some big or very sweet or no cracking fruits were assigned by the
decision-maker in the worst category. On the contrary, fruits having only average perfor-
mances (small, more or less sweet, no negligible crack density) were assigned to the best
categories. This point could be explained by the conflict between criteria and the impor-
tance of the trade-offs between them. Also, a sort of veto threshold seems to emerge from
the decision-maker reasoning. Indeed, no simple rules can be caught at a glimpse and so-
phisticated methods are necessary to reproduce this classification. The whole data set (120
ideotypes) has been pretreated in order to prepare the elicitation of the parameters of each
MCDM method. Thus, the last criterion (density of crack) was transformed into density of
no-crack (DC) in order to have three criteria to be maximized. Even if this transformation
is not required neither by optimization algorithm nor by used MCDM methods, it seems
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criterion min max
Fruit mass (g) 108 300
Sweetness (%) 5 20
Density of no crack (%) 82 100

Table 1 Range of the criteria

criterion transformation
MF rounded to the nearest multiple of 15 (105, 120, . . . , 300)
SW rounded to the nearest integer (5, 6, . . . , 20)
DC rounded to the nearest integer (81, 82, . . . , 100)

Table 2 Discretization of the values of the criteria

more interesting for the users and decision-makers. The range of variations of the three cri-
teria within the 120 alternatives is presented in Table 1. In addition, the evaluation interval
of each criterion was divided into different levels (Table 2) in order to facilitate the expert
decision (and then the elicitation of parameters by each method) by avoiding any question
about potential indifference or preference thresholds.

3.2 Implementation of the two MCDM methods

3.2.1 ELECTRE Tri

The implementation of the two MCDM methods means the determination of the values
of preference parameters for ELECTRE-TRI and inferring decision-rules for the DRSA
approach. As stated by Figueira et al. (2005), this preference elicitation should be an inter-
active process between decision-makers and analysts. Based on the information given by
decision-makers, this process has to be carried out so that each method reproduces as possi-
ble the decision-maker sorting. Two types of elicitation procedures could be distinguished
depending on the expression of the decision-makers preferences: direct and indirect. In the
first case, decision-makers could express their preferences in the form of assertions on the
values of the preference parameters. In the second type, the values of the parameters are
inferred from examples (i.e. assignment examples). According to Figueira et al. (2005),
ELECTRE methods are usually implemented using the indirect elicitation procedures since
it is difficult to understand the precise meaning of the assertions of decision-makers in
direct elicitation techniques.

Elicitation procedures of the parameters of ELECTRE-Tri method have been devel-
oped by many authors (see Figueira et al. 2005). These procedures could be used to infer
all (complete inference) or subset (partial inference) of the preference parameters. In real-
world problems, due to the complexity of the induced mathematical model to be solved in
order to elicit the parameters, the partial inference is preferred. Thus, we can infer for ex-
amples: Concordant coalition parameters (weights and cutting level); Discordance related
parameters (veto threshold); category limits.

The elicitation algorithm used in this work to infer the parameters of MR-Sort has
been proposed by Sobrie et al. (2012, 2013) . The parameters of MR-Sort to be elicited
are the performance vector of profiles, the criteria weights and the majority threshold. This
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algorithm was developed for problems involving a large number of variables as in our
case study (large number of alternatives generated by optimization, 5 categories, and 3
criteria). Indeed, as stated by Sobrie et al. (2012), inferring the MR-Sort parameters for
such problems by linear programming is time consuming due to the high number of nec-
essary binary variables for profiles evaluations. Therefore, Sobrie et al. (2012) propose a
population-based metaheuristic to infer MR-Sort’s parameters within a reasonable com-
putational time. Their algorithm could be decomposed into the following steps. First, it
initializes the profiles using a heuristic. Then, considering the current profiles, it computes
the weights and the majority threshold solving a linear program. Third, a dedicated heuris-
tic is used to adjust the profiles using weights and a majority threshold computed in step
2. Next, evaluation of all candidate MR-Sort models is done and the worst ones (half) are
reinitialized. The evaluation criterion used by the algorithm is the classification accuracy
measured by the ratio between the number of true assignments and the total number of
assignment examples. Steps, except initialization, are iteratively repeated. The algorithm
stops if a maximum number of iterations is attained or if at least one model in the popu-
lation has a classification value equal to 1. The number of profiles was determined by the
number of classes.

The inputs of the partial elicitation procedure used in this work are:

• a set of alternatives and their categories, which is the learning set

• a set of criteria : MF, SW and DC

• the performance table of the alternatives on each criterion

3.2.2 Decision rules induced through DRSA

The induction of decision rules is a very difficult problem usually tackled using heuris-
tics (Greco et al. 2005). Stefanowski (1998) distinguishes three types of rough set based
algorithms respectively inducing minimum, exhaustive, and satisfactory sets of rules. As
indicated by their names, the first type of algorithms aims to generate the smallest number
of rules describing the inputs while the second one tries to induce all possible decision
rules. The third type could be considered as a sort of trade-off between the first and the sec-
ond type since it tries to generate a set of rules satisfying the decision-maker preferences.
A large number of heuristics and software systems are available for inducing decision rules
from examples. LEM2, MODLEM, and DOMLEM algorithms and LERS, RoughDAS,
RoughFamilly systems are examples among others of such algorithms and software sys-
tems. Interested readers could consult Stefanowski (1998a), Greco et al. (2001b, 2005) for
more details. To induce the decision rules which are able to sort the fruits in the desired cat-
egories, we used the JMAF software (Greco et al. 2002, Błaszczyński et al. 2013). JMAF
is a well-known, free, and easy to use software which implements the DOMLEM and
DOMLEM-VC algorithms (Greco et al. 2005). DOMLEM is the first known rule induc-
tion algorithm, with polynomial complexity, developed for multicriteria sorting problems.
Therefore, this algorithm is very suitable for our case study. DOMLEM is a heuristic devel-
oped to generate a minimal (complete and non-redundant) set of decision rules. The main
procedure of DOMLEM, proposed in (Greco et al. 2005), is based on the concept of MOD-
LEM (Stefanowski 1998b), described by Stefanowski (2002) : “It is based on the scheme
of a sequential covering and it heuristically generates a minimal set of decision rules for
every decision concept (decision class or its rough approximation in case of inconsistent
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examples). Such a set of rules attempts to cover all (or the most significant) positive exam-
ples of the given concept and not to cover any negative examples (or as little as possible
of them). The main procedure for rule induction scheme starts from creating a first rule
by choosing sequentially the "best" elementary conditions according to chosen criteria.[...]
When the rule is stored, all learning positive examples that match this rule are removed
from consideration. The process is iteratively repeated while some significant positive ex-
amples of the decision concept remain still uncovered. Then, the procedure is sequentially
repeated for each set of examples from a succeeding decision concept”.

3.2.3 Testing procedure

We inferred the decision rules on the learning set of 120 examples. We divided the set into
10 equal parts. We then get one part out of the learning set , and use the 108 examples left
to elicit the parameters of the model. We then test the parametrized model on the 12 other
examples. We check for each fruit the difference between the category given by the expert
and the category obtained by the model. We repeat this procedure ten times, changing of
testing set each time.

4 Results and discussion

As mentioned in the previous section, we used the algorithm proposed in Sobrie et al.
(2012, 2013) to determine the parameters of ELECTRE tri: the limit profiles of the cate-
gories, the weights and the cutting level. Table 3 presents an example of inferred profiles.
The weights have been inferred to follow the majority rule, i.e. all the weights are fixed at
1/3 and the cutting level at 1/2. The confusion matrix presented in Table 4 shows the links
between the initial category assigned by the expert (rows) and the category assigned by the
used procedure (columns). This matrix gives us a clear idea of the accuracy of the proposed
classification. Ideally, we expect a diagonal matrix which means that each alternative was
assigned to the same category by both the used algorithm and the decision-maker. The
mentioned table shows that 16 alternatives have been assigned to the category 3 by the
algorithm while the expert had assigned them to the category 1. Similarly, 5 alternatives
belonging to the category 4 according to the expert have been assigned to the category 3
by the procedure. Consequently, performances are not so good as only 62.5% of the ideo-
types have been well classified by ELECTRE Tri. In most cases of wrong classification,
the algorithm had upgraded the alternatives. This might be due to a ’veto’ threshold the
decision-maker had imposed to some alternatives: even though 2 criteria have excellent
values, if the third one was too bad the decision-maker classified them to low levels. In-
deed, it seems the decision-maker has applied implicit and redhibitory minimum levels that
the algorithm failed to capture.

A further analysis of the preferences of the decision-maker showed that it seems like
the inferred floating veto thresholds depend on the values of the other criteria. This cannot
be modeled by the used version of ELECTRE-Tri (MR-Sort) method since it does not
consider any type of threshold as indicated in the subsection 2.2. It was therefore difficult
for the elicitation process to infer the parameters of MR-Sort suitable for the classification
of the decision-maker.

We inferred the decision rules using the DOMLEM through the JMAF software. The
number of inferred decision rules is varying between 24 and 28 depending on the learning
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profile MP SW DC
P1 150 5 82
P2 160 7 85
P3 190 11 93
P4 210 11 97

Table 3 ELECTRE-TRI profiles elicited by the use of an interactive linear programming

Learning set
1 2 3 4 5

1 0 3 16 0 0
2 0 0 3 9 1
3 0 0 20 3 2
4 0 0 5 18 2
5 0 0 0 1 37

Table 4 Confusion matrix with ELECTRE-Tri. In rows, categories assigned by the
decision-maker. In columns, categories assigned by the algorithm.

set. One example is detailed in the appendix. The obtained results show that the decision
rules inferred through the DRSA using the DOMLEM elicitation procedure was able to
capture the decision-maker preferences and lead to 79% of good assignments, 10% of
wrong assignments and 11% of no assignments. In addition, the number of rules seems
to be reasonable and the rules were easily interpretable by the decision-maker. The confu-
sion matrix (Table 5) shows the links between the initial category and the category given
by the procedure. For example in this matrix, one of the fruits classified in category 4 by
the decision-maker has been sorted in category 5 by the use of decision rules, and 4 of
them have not been classified by the decision rules. Most of the wrong classifications cor-
responded to 1 level difference only. However, one problematic result come from the 2
alternatives classified in category 5 by the decision rules whereas the decision-maker had
sorted them in category 1. These two alternatives have the particularity to display very high
levels of crack density that have been redhibitory by the decision-maker despite their very
good status for fruit mass and sweetness. Most of the non classified alternatives belong to
the middle classes: they are not very good nor very bad. In conclusion, this method proved
very efficient to pinpoint the extreme alternatives with a rate of significant error of only
2/57. This automatic classification may help the decision-maker to eliminate the deficient
alternatives and single out the best ones. Only 2 alternatives over 36 meant to be of level 5
by the decision rules would not reach the expectations. Moreover, no alternative classified
in level 5 by the decision rules would have deserved to be retained.

The results presented in this work are in agreement with the statements of Leroy et al.
(2011), Figueira et al. (2005) and Greco et al. (2001b).

The ELECTRE-Tri has failed to capture the decision maker preferences in our case
study. Leroy et al. (2011) pointed out the complexity of the problem of inferring the pa-
rameters of the original ELECTRE-Tri version. According to them, the high number of
parameters and the nonlinear constraints are hardly handled by the proposed methods.
Based on this observation, they used the same simplified version as the one used in this
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Learning set
1 2 3 4 5 non classified

1 14 1 2 0 2 0
2 0 10 0 0 0 2
3 0 0 20 0 0 6
4 0 0 1 18 1 4
5 0 0 0 5 33 1

Table 5 Confusion matrix with DRSA. In rows, categories assigned by the decision-maker. In
columns, categories assigned by the algorithm.

work (i.e. MR-Sort method) and inferred simultaneously all its parameters. With a learn-
ing set of up to 100 alternatives involving up to 5 criteria and 3 profiles, they were able to
solve the corresponding nonlinear mixed integer program in few seconds with the CPLEX
software. However, authors mentioned that the mixed integer program formulating the pa-
rameters inferring problem happened to be with no feasible solution in case of alternatives
incompatible with their MR-Sort method.

The failure of the ELECTRE-TRI in our application case could also be explained by
the nature of the studied problem. Indeed, as stated by Figueira et al. (2005) ELECTRE
methods should be used only to deal with decision-making problems having at least three
criteria but their high performance is usually obtained when decision models include more
than five criteria (up to 12 or 13) due to their aggregation procedures.

In perspective of considering more criteria for the future breeding schemes, such as
method could be more competitive. Even if in this study, we limited our investigations to
three criteria of major interest for peach breeders in the brown rot context, a large num-
ber of criteria and goals are usually taken into account during the breeding process. A
combination of different decision-making methods could be used at different steps of the
breeding, depending on the number of criteria studied at each step.

Another interesting perspective that might improve the performances of ELECTRE-Tri
is to consider others versions of this method taking into account veto and preference thresh-
olds. Such an improvement might help us to infer the implicit thresholds considered by the
expert in this classification but requires the use of more powerful elicitation algorithms.
Indeed, the number of variables to be inferred shall increase considerably in this new sit-
uation. Greco et al. (2001b) confirmed that the Dominance-based Rough Set Approach
may be of broader use than MAUT and the outranking methods such as ELECTRE-Tri.
In the rough set approach, the decision maker expresses his/her preferences in a natural
way giving exemplary decisions without any explanation in terms of specific parameters.
This approach does not require numerous parameters unlike other multicriteria decision
methods. In addition, the last but not least argument to choose this approach is the straight-
forward interpretation of the inferred decision rules.

The Dominance-based Rough Set Approach was adapted to solve the application case
of selection of virtual peach ideotypes. The resulting classification was accurate in the face
of the complexity of the initial classification proposed by the decision-maker. In addition,
the rough set approach underlined some inconsistencies of the initial classification and the
decision-maker well received the proposed modifications. Such multi-criteria sorting meth-
ods have been used at different levels in agricultural and environmental decision making to
help trade-off the economic, environmental, and social aspects (Dooley et al. 2009). How-
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ever, to our knowledge this work is the first one at the level of the plant to help rationalize
ideotype conception. At the end, there is high interest in extending the scope of applica-
tion of these multi-criteria sorting methods towards the completion of a pipeline coupling
process-based models and optimization methods in order to speed-up the breeding pro-
grams in the future. As mentioned in the Decision-making subsection, we implicated one
expert only in this study. This might be one of the limitations of this work but we did so
for the sake of simplicity in this preliminary study. It is very important in the future to con-
sider a Multi-Actor Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MA-MCDM) methodology to take
explicitly into account a multiplicity of stakeholders’ opinions. This perspective implies to
develop an approach searching for consensus between the breeders (see for example Eisa
(2013) and Cailloux et al. (2012) for recent works about group decision with DRSA and
ELECTRE-Tri).

5 Conclusions

We have studied two multi-criteria sorting methods in the framework of virtual peach
ideotypes selection. These methods were: ELECTRE-Tri and decision rules induced us-
ing Dominance-based Rough Sets Approach (DRSA). This work has two potential uses
oriented towards i) the decision-maker and ii) the modeler. For the decision-maker, the
interest is to obtain an automatic classification of the genotypes in accordance with a set
of ideotypes he had classified once. The modeler aims to classify thousands of optimal
solutions resulting from simulations in different climatic and cultural practices scenarios
and thus to unload and help the so busy decision-maker by inferring his/her preferences.
Only the decision rules based method proved to be efficient to represent the preferences of
the decision-maker. This was mainly due to the difficulty to choose the required parame-
ters for ELECTRE-Tri. The natural spirit of rough set approach may also be invoked. For
further research, it could be interesting to involve more than one decision-maker in order
to compare and confront their points of view.
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Appendix

Example of obtained decision rules

[RULES]
# Certain at least rules
1: (MF >= 150) & (SW >= 14) & (DC >= 98) => (Overall >= 5)
2: (MF >= 180) & (SW >= 15) & (DC >= 92) => (Overall >= 5)
3: (MF >= 150) & (SW >= 17) => (Overall >= 5)
4: (MF >= 195) & (SW >= 13) & (DC >= 96) => (Overall >= 5)
5: (MF >= 150) & (SW >= 13) & (DC >= 91) => (Overall >= 4)
6: (MF >= 210) & (SW >= 12) & (DC >= 95) => (Overall >= 4)
7: (MF >= 135) & (SW >= 13) & (DC >= 89) => (Overall >= 3)
8: (MF >= 210) & (SW >= 12) & (DC >= 89) => (Overall >= 3)
9: (MF >= 225) & (SW >= 11) & (DC >= 90) => (Overall >= 3)
10: (MF >= 240) & (SW >= 9) & (DC >= 89) => (Overall >= 3)
11: (MF >= 285) => (Overall >= 2)
12: (MF >= 120) & (SW >= 12) => (Overall >= 2)
13: (MF >= 225) & (SW >= 11) & (DC >= 86) => (Overall >= 2)
14: (MF >= 240) & (SW >= 7) & (DC >= 94) => (Overall >= 2)
# Certain at most rules
15: (SW <= 6) => (Overall <= 1)
16: (DC <= 85) => (Overall <= 1)
17: (MF <= 105) => (Overall <= 1)
18: (MF <= 135) & (SW <= 10) => (Overall <= 1)
19: (DC <= 88) => (Overall <= 2)
20: (SW <= 8) => (Overall <= 2)
21: (MF <= 120) => (Overall <= 2)
22: (SW <= 11) => (Overall <= 3)
23: (DC <= 90) => (Overall <= 3)
24: (MF <= 135) => (Overall <= 3)
25: (SW <= 12) => (Overall <= 4)
26: (DC <= 91) => (Overall <= 4)
27: (MF <= 165) & (SW <= 13) => (Overall <= 4)
28: (MF <= 165) & (SW <= 16) & (DC <= 97) => (Overall <= 4)


